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Abstract
We describe a CAS and TEX usage course for mathematics majors. As a unifying project,
each student selects two primes p and q with pq < 100, explores mathematical pq ideas, and
generates associated graphs, figures, and tables for a final TEXpaper. We summarize several
pq explorations: students (1) render page pq from Schwartz’s You Can Count on Monsters;
(2) generate fractal images of pq; (3) generate flowers characterizing √pq; and (4) discover the
primes of the ring Z[√pq ].
1 Introduction
At King, a two-credit, semester-long course in LATEX/Mathematica is part of the requirements for
the mathematics major. The lion-share of the student-earned grade for the course is a final paper
involving various LATEX(a version of TEX) tricks and mathematical algorithms explored during the
term. To provide thematic unity in this open-ended project, each student selects a unique pair
of different primes {p, q} where pq < 100. Because pq = 10 is used as a classroom example, 30
options for pq remain, ranging from pq = 6 to pq = 94. Together we explore various mathematical
ideas related to pq from across the mathematical curriculum. This article outlines some of these
explorations, but first we present a rationale for the course.
2 Purpose of the course
The two-fold objective of the course is to enable students to produce professional-quality mathe-
matical type-set pages and to explore conjectures by generating examples using a computer algebra
system (CAS). That is, the student learns the nuts and bolts of mathematical notation in TEX,
including the generation of user-defined symbols, tables, graphic viewports, dynamic references for
displayed formulas/figures/tables/citations. Students also learn coding tricks for graphics, loops,
and recursion.
As a capstone course for seniors and a look-ahead course for juniors, this course explores, reviews,
and foreshadows ideas from the entire undergraduate mathematics curriculum. From linear algebra
and geometry, we incorporate rotations, reflections, translations, projections, and scalings; from
calculus and vector analysis, we incorporate parametric equations and envelopes of families of
curves; from analysis, we incorporate fractal generation as fixed points for systems of contractions
on the power set of R2 into itself; from abstract algebra, we search for units, irreducibles, and
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primes in the ring Z[
√
n ] where n ∈ Z+; and from number theory, we explore Euclid’s two-
parameter method for generating primitive Pythagorean triples and Gauss’s quadratric reciprocity
theorem and various continued fraction algorithms. When the course is over, the students should
have confidence in their ability to program basic algorithms and to produce documents unhindered
by a TEX-related learning curve. In early iterations of this class, students were allowed to choose
a final paper topic from anything related to mathematics. However, those papers were usually
disjointed weavings of the elements of the course. The pq approach we illustrate below allows for
a unifying, distinct narrative. With a unique pq, each student, somewhat as a musical composer,
chains together variations on his or her pq theme.
For those interested in adopting a course similar to this one at their institution, we outline several
sample ideas to use from among a myriad of pq ideas.
3 Exploration 1: A kaleidoscope of geometrical shapes
The children’s book You Can Count on Monsters by Richard Schwartz is a picture book of primes
and the fundamental theorem of arithmetic [5]. From 2 through 97, the primes—called monsters—
are rendered as distinct geometrical configurations. For instance, the prime 2 appears as an oval
with two googley eyes, and 5 is a five pointed star. For each integer n, 1 ≤ n ≤ 100, Schwarz
has given us a full page collage of the monster primes whose collective product is n. For example,
Figure 1a is a Mathematica quasi-reproduction of Schwartz’s page for n = 10, involving overlays of
disks, circles, circular arcs, and polygons in the coordinate plane. Although a variety of packages
may be imported into LATEXto enhance graphic capabilities within LATEX’s picture environment,
the more primitive version of Schwartz’s 10 appearing in Figure 1b was created with the standard
picture environment from LATEX as outlined below.
(a) A Mathematica rendition (b) A LATEX rendition
Figure 1: Versions of Schwartz’s image for pq = 10
Step 1: Use the rule command to create a 2 inch × 2 inch colored box as background, with its
bottom left-hand corner at (0, 0) in the x-y plane.
Step 2: With a lighter color, use the rule command to create a series of smaller rectangles, rotated
appropriately and positioned atop the background to create a second background above its lower
bounding jagged edge which lies in the vicinity of the line y = x.
Step 3: With color white, use the rule command to give the appearance of erasing the secondary
background lying outside the boundary of the initial background.
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Step 4 and beyond: Monster 2 was created by scaling and layering disks and circles along with
bezier curves involving quadratic splines. Monster 5’s body was constructed by scaling and rotating
five copies of the symbol H from the AMS’s symbol package, along with a disk in the star’s center.
4 Exploration 2: A fractal for pq = 10
Our next exploration involves a little more mathematics. Define a contraction T of R2 as a function
of the form T (x) = Mx + b where M is a 2 × 2 real-valued matrix, x and b are 2-dimensional
vectors, and ||Mx|| < ||x|| for all x 6= 0. We use the following algorithm to construct a fractal
whose fundamental building blocks are the words two and five. To do so we utilize Algorithm 1,
adapted from [2, pp. 80–82].
Algorithm 1. A fixed point for a family of contractions
Let F be a family of integer m contractions Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then there is a unique non-empty




Furthermore, given x0 ∈ R2 and ε > 0, and xn+1 = Ti(xn) where i is randomly chosen from the
index set 1 through m for all n ≥ 0, then there is an integer N such that for all n ≥ N , xn is
within ε distance of A.
To implement this algorithm, our first step is to construct two families of contractions that map
the rectangle R, with lower-left vertex (0, 0) and upper-right vertex (40, 40), into a set slightly
larger than R. The first family consists of 19 contractions, Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ 19, and the second consists
of 16 contractions, Fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 16. The images of all Ti(R) is a representation of the word Two
as a collection of 19 parallelograms shown in Figure 2a. Similarly the images of all Fi(R) is a





































(b) Word FiVe as 16 contractions
Figure 2: The structure for two families of contractions
Our second step is to start with an initial vector such as x0 = (1, 1), and plot the points xn+1 =
Tj ◦ Fi(xn) = Tj(Fi(xn)) for all n up to a designated stopping point n = M , where, at each step, i
and j are randomly chosen from the indices 1 through 19 and 1 through 16, respectively. Plotting
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M = 250 thousand points gives Figure 3a. Observe that the stem of the letter T in the image of the
word Two in the figure consists of three copies of FiVe. A close-up of the letters Fi in the cross-bar
of T appears in Figure 3b. Of course, similar double-minded fractal images can be generated using
any two words. For example, see [6] for an image alternating between the words yes and no.
(a) The fractal of 250 thousand points (b) A close-up of the upper left-hand corner
Figure 3: A fractal of two’s and five’s
5 Exploration 3: A continued fraction flower
The flower in Figure 4 is a representation of the continued fraction for ω = √pq =
√
10, and is
similar to a flower representation of the transcendental number e as appears in [7]. This flower
consists of successive corona layers about a single point—where a corona is a finite family of radially
symmetric petals, and a petal is a scaled single loop in the polar flower r = cosmθ with m ∈ Q.
In particular the corona progression for this flower is a single central circular petal, six petals, 37




Figure 4: A flower for √pq =
√
10
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To explain briefly what is meant by convergents of continued fractions let ω be a positive irrational
number. The standard continued fraction algorithm produces a sequence of partial denominators
mi, where mk is an integer for all integers k ≥ 0. These partial denominators define a sequence
of fractions Ck = pkqk called convergents that converge to ω, where pk and qk are relatively prime
integers for all k. That is,
C0 = m0, C1 = m0 +
1
m1




and so on. By convention, we write ω = [m0; m1, m2, . . .]. To generate partial denominators and
convergents recursively we use the next algorithm, a combination of several theorems appearing in
many elementary number theory texts such as Rosen [4, pp. 485–487]. The convergents C−2 and
C−1 are called preconvergents. The convergent C−1 is a symbol with numerator 1 and denominator
0.
Algorithm 2. A recursion in convergents
Let ω be a positive irrational number. Then ω’s partial denominators mk, for all integers k ≥ 0,
and ω’s convergents Ck = pkqk , for all k ≥ −2, are defined by
p−2 = 0, q−2 = 1,
p−1 = 1, q−1 = 0,
pk = mkpk−1 + pk−2, qk = mkqk−1 + qk−2,
(1)
where mk = btc and t ∈ R is the solution to the equation
ω = tpk−1 + pk−2
tqk−1 + qk−2
= tCk−1 ⊕ Ck−2.
Furthermore, gcd(pn, qn) = 1 and pnqn−1 − pn−1qn = (−1)n+1 for all n ≥ 0.
Since √
10 = tC−1 ⊕ C−2 =
t · 1 + 0
t · 0 + 1 = t,
then m0 = b
√
10c = 3 and C0 = 3C−1 ⊕ C−2 = 31 . Solving
tC0 ⊕ C−1 =
√
10 = t · 3 + 1
t · 1 + 0 =
3t+ 1
t
gives t = 1√10−3 ≈ 6.16, which means m1 = 6 and C1 = 6C0 ⊕ C−1 =
19
6 . Continuing in this vein
gives
√
10 = [3; 6, 6, 6, . . .], and
C0 = 3, C1 =
19
6 , C2 =
117
37 , C3 =
721
228 , C4 =
4443
1405 , C5 =
27379
8658 . (2)
The significance of the three dots in the central circular corona is that b
√
10c = 3; with this
information, it is a fun exercise to recover the numerators of the successive convergents for
√
10
from Figure 4 alone.
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6 Exploration 4: The morphology of Z[√pq ]
The ring Z[
√
n ] is the set of all numbers of the form a + b
√
n where a and b are integers and n
is a fixed positive integer. Each student’s quest is to identify the units of their Z[√pq ] (numbers
having multiplicative inverses in Z[√pq ]), explore irreducibles (numbers that have no divisors except
themselves and units), and search for primes (a number that must divide either x or y whenever it
divides the product xy).
When pq = 10 the result of our search appears in Figure 5, where the irreducibles are represented
by circles, primes by black disks, and units by gray disks. As useful terminology, we say that the
conjugate, sometimes called a surd conjugate [1], of a number w = a+ b
√
n, denoted w, is a− b
√
n.
The labels at points w = a+ b
√




809 794 785 761 746
631 591 559
489 481 454 409
359 335 311
241 214 201 169
159 151 111 79
249
89 86 74 65 41 26 9 10
39 31 15 9 41
9 6 1 6 15 26 39 7110
1 4 9 25 49
4
Figure 5: The morphology of Z[
√
10]
6.1 Step 1: Identifying the units
Students find their units by adapting the following algorithm to Z[√pq ].
Algorithm 3. Units as integer powers of 3 +
√
10
Let Cn = pnqn be convergent n for the regular continued fraction of
√
10. Then for n ≥ 0,
pn + qn
√
10 = (3 +
√
10 )n+1, p2n − 10q2n = (−1)n+1, and pnpn−1 − 10qnqn−1 = 3(−1)n.
Furthermore, the only units p+ q
√
10 with p, q ≥ 0 in Z are pn + qn
√
10 for all n ≥ −1.
Proof. By Algorithm 2 and (2), C0 = 3C−1 ⊕ C−2 and Cn = 6Cn−1 ⊕ Cn−2 for integers n ≥ 1. A
mathematical induction argument yields the validity of the three displayed formulas, the second of
which shows that pn + qn
√
10 is a unit in Z[
√
10 ].
Let a and b be positive integers. The only integers that are units are ±1, and no number of the
form b
√
10 is a unit. In searching for other units in Z[
√
10 ] we may assume that gcd(a, b) = 1.
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Suppose that |a − b
√
10 | > 12b . Then |a
2 − 10b2| = (a + b
√
10 )|a − b
√
10 | > (b
√




So (a, b) is not a unit. Suppose |a − b
√
10 | < 12b and a + b
√
10 is a unit. Since |ab −
√
10 | < 12b2
is Dirichlet’s well-known criterion (see [4, pp. 499–500]) for ab to be a convergent of the continued
fraction for
√
10, then the only units a + b
√
10 where a and b are non-negative integers are those
for which a = pn, b = qn, and Cn = pnqn is a convergent for
√






6.2 Step 2: Identifying the irreducibles
We make the following observations.
Lemma 1. A few properties of Z[
√
n ]
Let n be a square free positive integer. Let α and ω be nonzero numbers in Z[
√
n ]. Let a, b, x, y ∈ Z.
Then
i. If α|ω then (αα)|(ωω).
ii. If α|ω and αα = ±(ωω) then ω = αu, where u is a unit.
iii. Let m = αω where m is an integer, α = a+b
√
n, ω = c+d
√
n with a, b, c, d non-zero integers,
and gcd(a, b) = 1 = gcd(c, d). Then α is either ω or −ω.
Proof. For part (i), α|ω means that there exists γ in Z[
√
n ] with αγ = ω. Thus αγ = ω. So
ααγγ = ωω, which gives the desired conclusion. For part (ii), let α = a+ b
√
n and ω = x+ y
√
n.
Consider the equation αω = γ where γ = p+ q
√
n for some numbers p, q in Q. Since a = px+ nqy
and b = py + qx then p = ax−nby
x2−ny2 and q =
−ay+bx
x2−ny2 . Thus















Therefore the inverse of γ in Q[
√








So γ belongs to Z[
√




For part (iii), m = (ac+ 10bd) + (ad+ bc)
√
n, which means that m = ac+nbd and ad = −bc. Since
a = − bcd and gcd(c, d) = 1, d|b. Similarly, with c = −
ad
b , then b|d. Thus b = d or b = −d. When
b = d then a = −c, and when b = −d then a = c.
To search for their irreducibles, students appropriately modify this next proposition.
Proposition 2. Steps towards irreducibility
Let a, b, and d be positive integers where d = |a2− 10b2|. Let α = |3a− 10b|, and β = |a− 3b|, and
δ = a− b
√
10. Then
i. |α2 − 10β2| = d.
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ii. If |a− b
√
10| > 12 then 0 < b <
2d√
10 and 0 < a < 2d− b
√
10.
iii. If |a − b
√
10| < 12 then 0 ≤ α < a, and 0 ≤ β < b and a + b
√
10 = (α + β
√
10)u where u is a
unit.




|α2 − 10β2| = |(3a− 10b)2 − 10(a− 3b)2| = | − a2 + 10b2| = d.
For (ii), |δ| > 12 . Therefore




10 | > a+ b
√
10,
which gives the stated bounds on a and b.
For (iii), |δ| < 12 and a ≥ 3. Therefore




















β = |a− 3b| = b




∣∣∣∣≤ b∣∣∣∣√10− 3 + |δ|b
∣∣∣∣ < b∣∣∣∣√10− 3 + 12
∣∣∣∣ < b.




10)) = (3a− 10b) + (−a+ 3b)
√





10 is a unit.
For (iv), let p be a prime in Z. Suppose that it is reducible in Z[
√





10 ) for some integers a, b, c, d. Then p ≡ ±(a2 − 10b2) ≡ ±a2 mod 10. Since
the last decimal digit of the square of an integer is either 0, 1, 4, 5, 6, or 9, then any prime in Z
that ends in 2, 3, or 7 is irreducible in Z[
√
10 ]. For example, 2, 3, 7, 17, and 23 are irreducible.
To see that 5 is also irreducible, suppose that 5 is reducible. Let A be the set of all solutions
(a, b) to |x2 − 10y2| = 5 where |a − b
√
10| > 12 . By (ii), a necessary condition for membership in
A is either b = 1 and a ∈ {1, 2, 4, 5, 6}, or b = 2 and a ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Checking all possibilities
shows that |a2 − 10b2| 6= 5 for (a, b) ∈ A. So A = ∅. Suppose a solution to |x2 − 10y2| = 5 exists
where |x − y
√
10 | < 12 . Let a0 > 0 and b0 > 0 be that solution where b0 is least. By (iii), let
α = |3a0 − 10b0| and β = |a0 − 3b0|. Observe that |α2 − 10β2| = 5 and so α + β
√
10 ∈ A, a
contradiction. Therefore, 5 is irreducible in Z[
√
10 ].
To determine their irreducibles of the form a + b
√
10, b 6= 0, students generalize the following
example.
Example 1. The number 2 +
√
10 is irreducible in Z[
√
10 ].
Let α = 2 +
√
10. Then |αα| = 6. Let β be a divisor of α. By Lemma 1.i, ββ|6. The positive
integer divisors of 6 are 1, 2, 3, and 6. If |ββ| = 1, then β is a unit by definition. By Proposition
2.iv, |x2− 10y2| = d has no integer solutions when d is 2 or 3. If |ββ| = 6, by Lemma 1.ii, α = βu
for some unit u. Thus 2 +
√
10 is irreducible.
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6.3 Step 3: Identifying the primes
The integers 2 and 3 are not prime in Z[
√





but not −2 +
√
10 or 2 +
√





10. However 7 is prime, as shown in the next example. We say that the positive integer
m < n is a primitive quadratic residue of positive integer n if there is a positive integer p < n with
p2 ≡ m mod n, and m is a primitive quadratic non-residue of n if no such p exists, (see [3, p. 53]).
Example 2. The integer 7 is prime in Z[
√
10 ].
The primitive quadratic residues of 7 form the set A = {1, 2, 4} and the primitive non-residues of
7 form the set B = {3, 5, 6}. Suppose that 7|αβ where α and β are in Z[
√
10 ]. By the fundamental
theorem of arithmetic for Z we may assume without loss of generality that 7|αα, and—after elim-
inating some trivial cases—that α = a + b
√
10 for some positive integers a < 7 and b < 7 where
a2 ≡ 10b2 mod 7, which means that some quadratic residue of 7 is equal to 3 times a quadratic
residue of 7. But 3A ≡ B mod 7. Thus there are no such numbers a and b.
Example 2 generalizes nicely: the prime number p in Z is also prime in Z[
√
10 ] if and only if 10 is
not a quadratic residue of p. Showing that numbers of the form a+ b
√
10 are prime where a and b
are positive integers involves searching a somewhat large space, as we illustrate, an argument that
the students may generalize.
Example 3. The number 3 + 2
√
10 is prime in Z[
√
10 ].
Let (3 + 2
√
10 )|(p + q
√
10 ) where p + q
√
10 = (a + b
√
10 )(c + d
√
10 ) and a, b, c, d, p, q are
integers. After eliminating the trivial case, we may assume that a, b, c, d are all at least 1 and
no more than 30. Since |32 − 10 · 22| = 31, a prime in Z, then 31|(a2 − 10b2) or 31|(c2 − 10d2).
So we may also assume that gcd(a, b) = 1 = gcd(c, d) and that either (a2 − 10b2) mod 31 ≡ 0
or (c2 − 10d2) mod 31 ≡ 0. Let F be the family all such sets of four numbers a, b, c, d, denoted
{(a, b), (c, d)}. Using a series of four nested loops as each of these four variables range from 1 to
30, we can test all possible 304 sets {(a, b), (c, d)}, and so build F , which we may view as a list
of sets. In order to avoid redundancy when generating F , we ignore any {(a, b), (c, d)} for which
{(c, d), (a, b)} already belongs to F . Once built, F has 9873 members, among which are these 13
members, the first few from F ’s beginning and the last few from F ’s ending:
{(1, 2), (17, 1)}, {(1, 3), (3, 2)}, {(1, 3), (17, 1)}, {(1, 4), (3, 2)}, {(1, 4), (17, 1)},
{(1, 4), (20, 3)}, {(1, 5), (3, 2)}, . . . , {(30, 29), (22, 25)}, {(30, 29), (23, 5)},
{(30, 29), (25, 27)}, {(30, 29), (26, 7)}, {(30, 29), (28, 29)}, {(30, 29), (29, 9)}.
The first of these sets in F is {(1, 2), (17, 1)}, which corresponds to the product (1 + 2
√
10 )(17 +√
10 ) which is divisible by 3 + 2
√
10. While the former number 1 + 2
√
10 fails to be divisible by
3 + 2
√












Each member of F corresponds to a product of two numbers in Z[
√
10 ] which is divisible by 3+2
√
10,





is prime in Z[
√
10 ]. A similar argument shows that 3− 2
√
10 is also prime.
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Likewise, the primeness question for each irreducible number w = a + b
√
10 can be determined,
albeit as |ww| increases, so also does the corresponding computer verification time. For more on
these ideas, see [8].
7 Conclusions
I have taught this course approximately every third semester for the last twenty plus years. For
variety and interest, both on the students’ part and my part, each time through the course is
different. Serendipity plays a part in topic selection. For example, in the spring 2019 class, I
discovered that one of my students loves drawing flowers—and so we all generated flowers similar
to Figure 4; and since most of my students in the class were concurrently taking abstract algebra,
the students generated figures like Figure 5 for the ring structure of their own Z[√pq ]. When at
all possible, I try to incorporate material from the courses my students have either taken or are
currently taking. My main reason for adopting the pq format as described in this paper, is that, from
my experience, students often have difficulty devising open-ended, sufficiently interesting examples
on their own. So why not limit the assignment scope, and allow for student creativity on the
details? Will I use this same format next time around? Fortunately, there are plenty of algorithms
involving pairs of integers, so the material for this format can ever remain fresh for the instructor.
What about student response to the course? Writing proofs and writing code are different skills.
The focus of this course is on the latter. Some students become frustrated with tracking down bugs
in their CAS or LATEXcode. Yet they all seem pleased—even proud—after producing a final paper
that exhibits their work at semester end. I close with a typical student’s evaluation of the course.
The course has been great and went by extremely fast. Not only have I learned how
to do proper coding, but I have learned how to step back and re-evaluate situations
good and bad. Most assignments we turned in were really cool because they allowed
for creativity in e-matics.
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